
SHOULDER TACKLING
SECTION 8



    INTRODUCTION TO USA FOOTBALL’S 
SHOULDER TACKLING FRAMEWORK

USA Football’s Shoulder Tackling framework is a key element of the Heads Up Football program as  
it’s a way for coaches to teach, practice and correct proper mechanics for this important all-player  
skill. Used by thousands of youth and high school teams, this framework lays the foundation for  
proper tackles. 

Developed in conjunction with USA Football’s Medical and Football Advisory Committees, this 
framework consists of five components; fundamentals, leverage, form tackle, thigh & drive tackle  
and thigh & roll tackle.
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1 - BREAKDOWN

5 - SHOOT

4 - UPPERCUTS

SHOULDER TACKLING

The foundational starting point for all 
movements and drills.

2 - SWOOP

Correct body posture at moment of 
impact for safer tackling. Head and 
eyes are up using the front of shoulder 
as point of contact.

Explode the hips to generate power and 
create an ascending tackle.

With head to the side and out of 
contact, throw double uppercuts and 
grab cloth on the back of jersey to 
secure the tackle.

Technique for coming to balance prior 
to contact.

3 - NEAR FOOT



    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

BREAKDOWN
  Knees bent, feet shoulder-width apart, upper body in a 

45-degree forward lean, chin up and weight on the balls 

of your feet (not your toes).

  Shoulders over knees, knees over toes.

  Able to move in any direction.

  Teach progression:

 Feet  Squeeze  Sink  Hands

A

B

C

D

NOTES
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    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

SWOOP
  Come to balance. Regain lower pad level.

  Take quick, choppy steps to bring the body under 

control while continuing to gain ground toward the ball-

carrier with the leverage foot forward.

  Once the defender is within “striking distance” of the 

ball-carrier, the defender widens his base and sinks  

his hips.

A

B

C

NOTES
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    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

NEAR FOOT
  After closing to the ball-carrier, the final step is a 

short downhill power step.

 Staggered stance with  a bend in both knees. With

 your back foot directly under your hips.

  Head and eyes up, shoulders square to contact. 

Back flat, spine-in-line.

  Leverage foot up to declare “same foot, same 

shoulder” concept.

A

B

C

D

NOTES
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    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

A

B

C

UPPERCUTS
  Upper body movement to secure tackle.

  Forcefully club both arms in an upper-cut motion: 

“Thumbs up and elbows down.”

  After the Rip, secure the tackle by “grabbing cloth” (the 

back of the ball-carrier’s jersey); you should have your 

elbows tight to ball-carrier’s sides.

NOTES
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    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

A

B

C

SHOOT
  Forcefully explode your hips open and upward.

  Using the larger muscle groups of the lower body 

produces a powerful tackle.

  To finish the tackle, continue to drive your legs while 

working up and through opponents.

NOTES
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 The defensive player targets the ball-carrier’s near hip.

   The defensive player changes speeds appropriately – 

shuffle, run and gather, sprint, stop and go – to close the 

space on the ball-carrier and stay in alignment with the 

near hip.

  -   The tackler must not get out in front of the ball-carrier 

which would open up a cutback lane.

  The near foot and near shoulder (nearest to the ball-

carrier’s target hip) are slightly forward while closing 

distance to declare leverage and force the offensive player 

in one direction.

        Once the defender is within the contact zone, he or she 

Swoops to Near Foot position to maintain a strong base  

and ensure footwork remains under control, striking with 

the same foot and same shoulder.

A

B

C

LEVERAGE

D

    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

NOTES
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  This is a leverage tackle with a near foot and near  

shoulder strike.

        

       The shoulder strike is to the near pec.

  Head and eyes are up, spine is in line with strong posture 

which allows the defender to transfer power into the 

opponent from the Near Foot position.

         A great Shoot with Uppercuts in which the defender grabs 

cloth, secures the tackle and dominates contact to generate 

power to reverse momentum.

        Finish by driving the feet through contact to take the ball-

carrier backwards and to the ground.

A

B

C

FORM TACKLE

E

    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

D

NOTES
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  This is a leverage tackle with near foot and near shoulder.

  Often referred to as “eyes through the thighs,” this is a low 

strike zone tackle (hips to knees).

       The shoulder makes contact with the thigh board.

        Arms are “ripped” aggressively around the legs to wrap and 

squeeze, trapping the legs together.

        The tackler drives through the legs, maintaining posture and 

keeping the head up to take the ball-carrier to the ground.

A

B

C

THIGH AND DRIVE TACKLE

    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

D

E

NOTES
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  This is a leverage tackle with near foot and near shoulder.

         This is a low strike zone tackle. The shoulder makes contact 

with runner’s thigh board.

 -   The aiming point is often described as “eyes through  

the thighs.”

        Arms are “ripped” aggressively around the legs to wrap  

and squeeze, trapping the legs together.

        The defender rolls away from the leverage side by 

aggressively dropping his or her opposite shoulder and hip.

        Defenders should try to roll enough times to end up on  

top of the runner as a way of ensuring enough power  

during the roll.

A

B

C

THIGH AND ROLL TACKLE

    SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS

D

E

NOTES
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THIGH AND  
ROLL TACKLE

1. Kneeling Roll
2. Standing Roll

3. Two Step Roll
4. Running Roll

SHOULDER 
TACKLING DRILLS 

FUNDAMENTAL  
DRILLS

1. Breakdown
2. Swoop 

3. Near Foot
4. Uppercuts

5. Shoot

LEVERAGE 
DRILLS

1. Near Foot, Near Shoulder
2. Near Hip

3. Run and Gather
4. Two Man Leverage

5. Two Man Rabbit

FORM TACKLE
1. Pop Up Tackle

2. Tight Angle Tackle
3. Angle Tackle

4. Sprint Form 

THIGH AND DRIVE 
TACKLE

1. Kneeling Drive
2. Standing Drive

3. Two Step Drive
4. Running Drive
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BASICS
10-20 minutes every practice

Multiple stations
    •  Maximize number of reps
    •  Small groups = individual attention
    • At least one coach per station

Change levels of contact
    • Air, Bags, Control, Thud

    • Keep athletes on their feet

  Integrate this period into your Practice Plan
  Proper tackling is the most important all-player skill you will teach your players

  Dedicating a separate period to developing this skill conveys its importance

  Tackle circuits can be conducted using contact and non-contact drills

TACKLE CIRCUIT
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PROGRAMMING

EARLY TO PRESEASON

• Install circuit to create good habits

•  Acclimate using different levels  
of contact

• Follow a linear skill progression 

• Create energy and make it fun

TROUBLESHOOTING

• Why players/teams miss tackles?

• Circuit drills as the “fix”

 — Use drill that teaches
     that fundamental 

 — Part-to-whole

IN-SEASON

• Different drills at each station

•  Focus on multiple skills per session

• In-week contact guidelines

• Seasonal control of contact

TACKLE CIRCUIT
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